CASE STUDY:

DIAL ENVIRONMENTAL

About

DIAL ENVIRONMENTAL

Since 1985, Dial Environmental has been providing New Jersey residents and businesses with
expert pest control solutions. With a focus on offering a green approach whenever applicable, the
company now offers a wide range of service solutions including lawn care, shrub and tree care,
and its newest addition, mold removal.

Services Provided: Pest control, lawn care, mold removal
Founded: 1985
Areas Served: Central New Jersey — Essex, Morris, Somerset, Union,
and Passaic Counties
WorkWave Solutions: WorkWave PestPac, WorkWave Agency, WorkWave Marketing

For the medium-sized companies in the industry, if they’re not using PestPac
as a company to help grow their business,

they should.

Visit workwave.com to learn more!

The

CHALLENGE

Dial Environmental has offered pest control services since their beginning, but in 2015
started looking into expanding into other service areas beyond pest control, and choosing
to put green first as a priority.
As Dial Environmental was looking to grow, although they had a well-established, strong
brand recognition in the Morris and Essex County markets, their digital presence needed to
catch up to their strong offline brand. The website was in need of an overhaul and was not
providing them with the traffic they felt they needed to continue to grow and expand their
business. In order to do this, they also needed to develop a comprehensive organic search
strategy, including building blogs and increasing social media presence, all while continuing
to unify their message across the areas they were newly expanding into.
While the company had strong recognition across their region, these challenges in their
online presence were an obstacle in obtaining new customers—especially as the company
expanded into new counties and worked to bring on new service offerings. With so many
divisions now under one roof, it was critical to take the strong brand name and ensure it
resonated within the rest of its new service areas, across its targeted regions.
The company already had a software solution that could support growth internally, but the
leadership team came to the realization that they needed something extra: an agency that
could help drive customer acquisition, be a trusted partner in collaborating on strategy,
and ultimately help the company reach its full business potential.

I don’t really consider WorkWave a vendor anymore.

They’re part of our business,

which is an important distinction. You have vendors and you think about vendors,
they’re dispensable; you can replace them. When you have a partner, they’re a
partner in your business so you don’t really think about looking outside of that.
They help you grow your business. I just feel like they’re part of our team. They
help out in so many different areas in our business.

Visit workwave.com to learn more!

The

SOLUTION

Working with WorkWave Agency, Dial Environmental was able to zero in on the message
they wanted to convey to their customers and reinvent their website to reflect their values.
Michele Smith, Dial Environmental’s Vice President of Marketing worked closely with the
WorkWave Agency team to unite all of the Dial Environmental services under one umbrella;
using their existing brand recognition as a base while expanding into new industries
and regions. As part of this process, Smith and the WorkWave Agency worked together to
develop a cohesive strategy to guide the new website design with a focus on capturing their
value across different industries. Additionally, the WorkWave Agency team also helped Dial
Environmental implement a campaign on Pandora introducing Dial Environmental’s
sterling reputation to hundreds of thousands of new ears as the company expanded
into new territory.
The WorkWave Agency worked with Dial Environmental one-on-one to strategically plan
all of their digital efforts into one collaborative—and effective—marketing plan. This included
creating campaigns, such as advertising banners and targeted emails, to cross-sell its
services among existing customers. Additionally, with the fundamental understanding that
positive reviews are worth their weight in gold for service-oriented businesses operating
locally, the Online Review module within PestPac was also included as part of the marketing
plan, which can also be directed to Google Reviews, adding another layer of credibility for
the company.
This close partnership helped Dial Environmental to thrive and, with the scalability of
WorkWave PestPac, continue to expand their business offerings and cross-sell its services
among existing customers.

At the end of the day, we went with WorkWave just because we know how to
internally use it. It’s working for us. We have one software:

it’s WorkWave.

Visit workwave.com to learn more!

The

RESULTS

Over 100% increase in user sessions
on the website year-over-year.
Achieved a 4.7 Google review rating
by generating more customer feedback.
145 new Google reviews
in an 18-month period.

[WorkWave Agency]—they were the mastermind
behind just making sure that it all looked the same. We have a lot of brand
equity in the Dial Environmental logo, because we’ve been here for so long.
[The WorkWave] team helped differentiate the different divisions within
our company.

Benefits of

WORKWAVE AGENCY
• Custom, mobile-friendly website designs
• Collaboration on developing a custom,
goal-oriented strategy
• Open lines of communication with your
current and potential customers
• Direct integration with WorkWave Marketing
products (ie: Online Reviews) to enable seamless
marketing across the customer base
• Monthly reporting which can enable better
decision making

Visit workwave.com to learn more!

